Voting Instructions for QRS 2021 Best Paper Award and IEEE Transactions on Reliability Recommendation

All the time slots are based on the time in Hainan Island, China (UTC+8).

**Vote on Best Paper Award**
08:30 am – 11:00 pm, (Beijing time), Wednesday, December 8, 2021

a1) Go to [https://j.mp/3GiLTP1](https://j.mp/3GiLTP1)
You will see the following login window

![Login window for QRS 2021 Best Paper Award](image)

a2) Find the appropriate ID and Key from the receipt you received from RegFox after your registration. For your convenience, a sample is listed below.

![Receipt sample](image)
a3) After logging into your account, you will see the following page

QRS 2021: Best Paper Award

INSTRUCTIONS
Select 1 option from the list below. * Required

- Confuzzion: A Java Virtual Machine Fuzzer for Type Confusion Vulnerabilities
- ConSpectre: Be Aware of Forthcoming Malware Hidden in Concurrent Programs
- SRTEF: Automatic Test Function Recommendation with Scenarios for Implementing Stepwise Test Case
- Understanding the Resilience of Neural Network Ensembles against Faulty Training Data
- MINTS: Unsupervised Temporal Specifications Miner

Submit Ballot

a4) Choose **exactly one paper** for the Best Paper Award
Note that you can only choose one paper.

a5) Click “Submit Ballot”.

a6) You will see the following message on your screen indicating that you successfully completed your vote for the QRS 2021 Best Paper Award

QRS 2021: Best Paper Award

Thank you for voting in this election!
Vote on IEEE Transactions on Reliability Recommendation
08:30 am – 11:00 pm, (Beijing time), Thursday, December 9, 2021.

b1) Go to https://j.mp/3Dtsc54
You will see the following login window

b2) Find the appropriate ID and Key from the receipt you received from RegFox after your registration. Follow the same explanation as described in a2).

b3) After logging into your account, you will see the following page

a4) Choose exactly one paper for the TR Recommendation
Note that you can only choose one paper.
a5) Click “Submit Ballot”.
Once you submit your vote, you cannot change it.
a6) You will see the following message on your screen indicating that you successfully completed your vote for the QRS 2021 TR Recommendation.